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Abstract We specify Issue First Activate Later (IFAL). This is an ETSI
[11] type of V2X Public Key Infrastructure based on short-lived pseud-
onymous certificates without Certificate Revocation Lists. IFAL certific-
ates are valid in the future but can only be used together with periodic-
ally provided activation codes. IFAL supports controlled de-pseudonymization
enabling provisioning to stop for misbehaving vehicles. IFAL allows for
flexible policies, trade-offs between three essential V2X properties: trust,
privacy and usability. IFAL activation codes are small and can be sent in
an SMS, through roadside equipment or even broadcasted. Like the But-
terfly scheme [32], IFAL uses key derivation with one base private/public
key pair. However in IFAL the security module can be simple as it can
be kept oblivious of key derivation.

Keywords: deniability of implicit certificates, elliptic curve crypto-
graphy, ITS, privacy, pseudonyms, V2X

1 Introduction

1.1 Background

Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) refer to the use of ICT in road transport. An
important ITS application consists of sharing information among road users and
roadside infrastructure, e.g. on each other’s position, dynamics and attributes.
In this context vehicles (e.g. cars) can communicate to other vehicles (V2V), to
the infrastructure (V2I) or vice versa (I2V). ITS network components are known
as ITS Stations, cf. [6]. The ITS Station inside vehicles is commonly known as
On-Board Equipment (OBE). Within OBEs a hardware security module resides
managing cryptographic keys that we refer to asTrusted Element (TE). The com-
bination of V2V and V2I is called V2X. According to [28] up to 75% of roadway
crashes can be prevented through V2X usage. Other applications include en-
hanced traffic congestion and traffic light management. In these applications,
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1. INTRODUCTION

information from traditional inductive-loop traffic detectors is replaced by in-
formation sent by vehicles. This allows the road infrastructure to take decisions
based on actual road usage, e.g. setting traffic lights on green or to open peak
hour lanes. In V2X applications it is essential that the receiver can validate
the authenticity of the sent message, i.e. that the message is sent by a genuine
vehicle. For instance, it is obviously not acceptable in the traffic light and peak
hour use cases if one vehicle would be able to impose as many vehicles. In other
words, there should be a V2X mechanism allowing vehicles to assert message
trustworthiness.

1.2 A simple setup and its drawbacks

A simple setup to achieve trust is by introducing a V2X Public Key Infrastruc-
ture (PKI). Here one lets the vehicle, or rather its TE, sign its messages using a
digital certificate, cf. [12]. This setup, however, introduces privacy issues. Indeed,
placing directly identifying information in the certificate, e.g. a number plate,
would allow vehicle tracking by simply listing to ITS communications. Note that
due to the nature of V2X, the intended recipients of messages are typically not
known, implying that message encryption is not feasible. Placing non-identifiable
information in certificates, i.e. pseudonyms, is not sufficient. Indeed, if the certi-
ficates would be used for a long time, then this would introduce tracking issues.
That is, one would be able to gather messages from various locations and link
them through the certificates used by the vehicle. By linking the certificate to
the vehicle, e.g. through visual observation, the vehicle movements are trackable
again.

1.3 The V2X PKI approach of ETSI

The European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) has published
various (draft) standards on V2X PKIs. These standards include communica-
tion channels [10], cryptographic formats [12] and message services and formats
required for this, e.g. [13] and [14]. Trust and privacy issues are specifically ad-
dressed by ETSI in [11] and [12]. The latter document specifies pseudonymous
certificates and the first document specifies process in which they are issued.
Pseudonymous certificates are issued under control of two parties called Enrol-
ment Authority (EA) and Authorization Authority (AA). Both authorities are
part of a broader public key infrastructure, e.g. share a common root. The EA
can authenticate a vehicle under its canonical identifier, e.g. a number plate or a
VIN number, based on a long-term certificate. The idea of [11] is that an OBE of
a vehicle can request the EA for a pseudonymous certificate whereby authentic-
ating with its long-term certificate. The EA verifies the request and if successful
provides the OBE an enrolment credential to be used at the AA. The OBE then
uses this enrolment credential to request the AA for a pseudonymous certificate.
After successful validation, this certificate is then returned to the OBE by the
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AA.1 For privacy reasons, cf. Section 2.2, a vehicle should be able to periodic-
ally change pseudonymous certificates. A drawback of the ETSI specifications
is that it does not cater for the request of a batch of certificates. This implies
that the above protocol needs to executed several times, which can be cumber-
some. Another drawback is that the direct communication between OBE and
AA introduces the risk that the AA gathers indirectly identifying information
such as IP addresses. We do note that all communications between the OBE and
the EA and AA are encrypted.The setup described in [32] caters for certificates
batches and lets all OBE interaction be conducted by the EA function (called
Registration Authority).

In a simple setup the vehicle’s TE would only need to manage one private
signing key in the TE, whereas in the described approach it would need to
manage as many signing keys as there are pseudonymous certificates. In essence
a pseudonymous certificate is a structured message signed by the AA that holds
the following fields: version, signer info, subject info, subject attributes and a
validity period. Compare [12, Section 6.1]. As part of the subject attributes, a
certificate typically contains a public key of the vehicle. To limit the data in the
certificate, this public key can also serve as the pseudonym in the certificate.

Trust and privacy are somewhat conflicting. If the vehicle is able to fre-
quently change certificates it might also be able to impose as multiple vehicles,
also known as a Sybil attack [20]. The traffic light and peak hour use cases illus-
trate that Sybil attacks are a genuine concern. Indeed, through a Sybil attack
one car might for instance set the traffic light to green by imposing as many
cars. On the other hand, the vehicle must be able to do a controlled certificate
roll-over. This means that it should be possible, at least for a short time, that
two (and only two!) pseudonymous certificates are simultaneously valid. For op-
timal unlinkability one would use pseudonymous certificates that are only valid
for a very short time period, or even only once.2 However, practical use cases
require that vehicles are uniquely identifiable for a “short” time period by other
parties. This is also illustrated by the traffic light and peak hour use cases. Addi-
tionally, in case of systematically misbehaving vehicles, e.g. causing problems or
even accidents, it is important that pseudonym certificates can be deactivated.
The regular PKI deactivation mechanism for this would be distribution of Cer-
tificate Revocation Lists (CRLs) to vehicles. However, timely CRL distribution
is considered too challenging for pseudonymous certificates, cf. [15]. This is not
only due to the size of the CRLs but also as it requires the vehicle to regularly
connect to the infrastructure to download CRLs. Additional to certificate revoc-
ation it might in some use cases be desirable that law enforcement can assess the
identity of a vehicle corresponding to a pseudonym certificate, i.e. to perform
de-pseudonymization. Compare [20]. We note that the ETSI term misbehaving
vehicle also includes misbehaving (malicious) drivers for which law enforcement
action might be required. Compare [7, Section 11.3.21].

1 ETSI actually uses the terminology enrolment certificates and authorization tickets.
2 We note that this is cryptographically possible based on so-called Idemix technology.
However it seems not yet practically feasible. See [31].
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A commonly chosen approach for this issue is to deploy short-lived pseud-
onyms that need to be regularly issued again, cf. [15]. Instead of revoking pseud-
onymous certificates of misbehaving vehicles one arranges that new certificates
are not issued to them. Within this approach a mechanism needs to be in place
whereby the EA is informed of a misbehaving vehicle (e.g. under his canonical
identifier) and then ensures that no new enrolment certificates are issued. Al-
though this approach avoids CRL distribution, it still requires the vehicle to
periodically connect to the infrastructure to request and download new pseud-
onymous certificates. As this can be a data intensive operation it forms a barrier
for vehicles with none or only limited connectivity capabilities. This can corres-
pond with low-end vehicles but also with vehicles that are not in reach of good
quality communication networks.

The approach chosen in this paper is to issue large batches of short-lived
certificates to vehicles that are valid in the (far) future but that can only be used
when the vehicle is periodically provided short activation codes. Misbehaving
vehicles will not be provided such codes. Based on this approach we develop a
V2X PKI scheme called Issue First Activate Later (IFAL) as first introduced in
[31].

1.4 Paper outline

In Section 2 we further formalize IFAL requirements. A first high level IFAL
overview is given in Section 3 whereby we also introduce the IFAL policy no-
tion. Section 4 gives a detailed description of the basic IFAL scheme and its
use of cryptography. In Section 5 we discuss IFAL implementation choices on
certificates and the distribution of IFAL activation codes. Section 6.1 contains
a comparison of IFAL with the requirements from Section 2. Here we also de-
scribe some IFAL extensions. In Section 7 we compare IFAL with the Butterfly
scheme [32]. Section 8 contains conclusions. Finally, the appendix demonstrates
a signature repudiation issue with pseudonymous implicit certificates defined in
the ETSI specifications [12] and used in the Butterfly scheme [32].

2 IFAL Requirements and options

In Section 1 we have introduced two basic properties of V2X: Trust and Privacy.
These properties are explicitly discussed by ETSI in [11]. However, there is a very
important third V2X property: Usability. Trust and Privacy can be conflicting
with Usability. Indeed, we have indicated in the introduction that if vehicles
always have a high bandwidth connection with the internet one can implement
a V2X PKI meeting Trust and Privacy properties relatively easy. However such
internet connectivity will hamper usability of the scheme as such connectivity is
not always available, e.g. in certain areas or in low-end vehicles. On the other
hand, the low capabilities of some vehicles should not hamper the trust and
privacy of all vehicles. In this paper we take the position that various, compatible
V2X PKIs can exist next to each other. This allows users and relying parties to
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choose a trade-off between the identified three properties. Moreover, this choice
should be transparent for both the user and relying parties. From a privacy
perspective this transparency is actually a legal requirement [16].

To summarize, our first V2X PKI scheme requirement is to allow for various
and transparent scheme policies allowing for particular trade-offs between Trust,
Privacy and Usability. In the three sections 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 below we further
elaborate on the requirements and options on Trust, Privacy and Usability.

2.1 IFAL trust requirements and options

Trustworthy ITS message signing This is a minimal trust requirement; the
vehicle is able to digitally sign ITS messages in a reliable fashion. Also, the
PKI infrastructure shall reliably bind the public signing key to the vehicle
pseudonym and to the vehicle itself. In some cases, e.g. in traffic accidents
handling, it is crucial that an ITS message can be traced back to a vehicle
in an undeniable way. See [20]. This implies that the setup shall support
non-reputation. High trust can be achieved by using a Trusted Element to
securely manage (generate, store and use) ITS private keys. Lower trust is
provided when the ITS private keys are managed in the OBE itself.

Sybil attack resistance It should be possible to limit the number of simul-
taneously valid pseudonymous certificates in a vehicle. Trust in this aspect
is inversely proportional to this number. The highest trust is achieved when
this number is one. We remark that in trade-off with usability we choose to
have this number equal to two albeit in a configurable manner.

PKI removal of misbehaving vehicles For the trust of users in the ITS
messages it is essential that misbehaving vehicles are removed, e.g. by revoc-
ation, from the PKI. Such vehicles can for instance correspond to vehicles
that systematically send erroneous messages. Trust in this aspect is inversely
proportional to the elapsed time of removal after reporting.

Law Enforcement support (Optional) Trust of ITS users might be further
enhanced if misbehaving vehicles that send erroneous messages with mali-
cious intend can also be prosecuted. For this controlled de-pseudonymization
of certificates would be required. We consider this an option instead of a re-
quirement, as societal acceptability of this functionality is culturally based.

2.2 IFAL Privacy requirements and options

Pseudonym unlinkability The V2X certificates should be as unlinkable as
possible. This property only partly corresponds to the cryptographic quality
of the pseudonym in the certificate. It also corresponds to the vehicle data
in the certificate and the life-time of the certificate. As (unique) vehicle
data in the certificate can lead to indirect linking or even identification,
less vehicle data corresponds to higher privacy. Moreover, the less data a
certificate contains, the lower the linking risk becomes. Generally speaking,
for this aspect privacy quality is inversely proportional to the lifetime of the
certificates.
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Pseudonym unlinkability at EA and AA Depending of the V2X design the
EA or the AA might be able to link different pseudonymous certificates or
even to identify the vehicle. As a minimal requirement we set that the EA
and the AA should not be able to link pseudonymous certificates used in
operation.

Pseudonym unlinkability at EA and AA technically enforced (Optional)
Higher privacy is achieved if it technically enforced that the AA cannot link
pseudonyms. The highest privacy level is achieved if even the EA and AA to-
gether would not technically be able to link pseudonyms. IFAL can optionally
support this privacy level. However, one can argue if requiring this privacy
level at the (trusted) EA and AA is proportional to the trust one has to place
in other ITS parties anyway. For instance, a malicious OBE supplier could
supplement ITS communication with hidden identification information. As
privacy is culturally based we have stated this property as an option only.

2.3 IFAL usability requirements

ETSI conformity For compatibility reasons, we strive for conformity with the
ETSI approach [11] as much as possible. In essence we will only supplement
the ETSI approach with the ability to provide a batch of certificates in one
protocol execution.

Certificate pre-install From a usability perspective it would be ideal if a
vehicle would be equipped with all certificates it ever needs as part of the
vehicle manufacturing process. That is, all required certificates are installed
in the car factory. This is ideal as then the vehicle never needs to contact
the EA/AA again. More generally, we consider the total lifetime of the cer-
tificates that can be installed in the vehicle in one EA/AA interaction as a
measure of usability.

No CRL distribution The management of a V2X PKI CRL will be quite
complex when the number of certificates increases due to their short lifetime.
By requiring CRL distribution one also requires the capability of a vehicle
to download substantial large (CRL) files. A scheme that does not require
CRLs scores higher on usability than one that requires them.

Low vehicles connectivity Posing high connectivity and/or bandwidth re-
quirements on vehicles hampers usability. Usability corresponds inversely
proportional with the requirements on connectivity and bandwidth. Optimal
usability would be achieved if no connectivity would be required at all. Us-
ability in this aspect also corresponds to the flexibility of communicational
channels, e.g. that not only point-to-point connections are usable but also
broadcast channels through radio (RDS) or roadside equipment.

TE Simplicity An OBE in a vehicle can be compared with a generic platform
such as a PC or a smartphone. As such, periodic updates of the OBE soft-
ware are common, e.g. to improve functionality or security. By their nature,
periodically updating the software in a Trusted Element is not common. This
is partly due to the high security assurance level a TE needs to provide. By
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the same reason, it is not easy to get new functionality in place in TEs. Con-
sequently, if a scheme requires new TE functionality it will not be able to
support the installed base or to quickly have support in all TEs. This means
that from a usability perspective it is best if a scheme only requires basic TE
functionality whereby all complexity is done in the OBE that is flexible by
nature. There might be motivations to perform all cryptographic operations
in the TE; we only require it is not mandatory. In principle this approach
can be conflicting with scheme trustworthiness, cf. Section 2.1. We show that
in IFAL very basic TEs suffice without influencing trustworthiness.

Low certificate OBE storage If one stores many certificates in an OBE, it
is important that this imposes as little as possible storage requirements on
the OBE.

3 High level IFAL description

3.1 IFAL basic concepts

The approach in IFAL is to issue short-lived certificates to vehicles that are
valid in the far future but that can only be used when the vehicle periodically
receives activation codes. Misbehaving vehicles will not be sent such codes. Based
on the current time the vehicle’s OBE can select the valid IFAL certificates
and use them. IFAL certificates have a (small) overlap in validity to support
controlled certificate rollover and to make IFAL less dependent on system-wide
time synchronisation. IFAL certificates are issued by the AA in the form of an
IFAL certificate file and are activated in groups corresponding with epochs, i.e.
periods of time. Associated to a certificate file is an IFAL policy defining choices
with respect to the requirements in Section 3.1. Specific for IFAL four choices
exist:

• the validity period of an IFAL certificate, e.g. 12 minutes,
• the time overlap of successive IFAL certificates, e.g. 2 minutes
• the number of certificates in an epoch and thus implicitly the time span of
an epoch, e.g. 90 days,

• the number of epoch in the file and thus implicitly the total number of IFAL
certificates in the file. This implicitly also corresponds to the total time span
of the file, e.g. 10 years.

The lifecycle of an IFAL certificate consists of the following phases: Issuing,
Usage, Activation and De-Authorization.

3.2 High level description of IFAL Issuing

We have outlined the issuance process in the diagram 1. The OBE instructs the
TE to generate a base public/private key pair. The OBE itself also generates
a public key pair allowing the EA and AA to encrypt data for the OBE in an
end-to-end fashion. Of course, this can also be handled inside the TE. Next the
OBE forms an IFAL certificate request that includes these public keys and sends
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Figure 1. IFAL issuance process

this to the EA together with a reference to an IFAL policy, cf. Section 3.1. The
OBE authenticates the request, e.g. by signing it with a long-term certificate
issued by the EA managed by the TE. As part of this step the EA also agrees
with the OBE on a channel over which IFAL epoch activation codes will be sent.

The EA validates if the OBE is authorized for the IFAL certificate file (and
the IFAL policy). If this is the case the EA returns a signed authorization re-
sponse (credential) to the OBE which also includes the base certificate request
and public key. The credential also contains a unique, random identifier gener-
ated by the EA allowing the EA and AA to later exchange activation information
related to the IFAL certificate file.

The OBE then requests the AA for an IFAL certificate file and accompanies
that with the credential. The AA then validates this request. If this is successful
the AA forms the requested IFAL certificates in accordance with the requested
IFAL policy. The public key P in each such a certificate is derived by the AA from
the base public key the OBE sent. The OBE and TE together, and only together,
are able to determine the private key of P as a key derivation. This derivation is
based on the base private key, the start date/time of the certificate and a secret
cryptographic key from the AA. This derivation is such that only with the base
private key and this secret cryptographic key one is able to derive the private
key of P. Such a secret cryptographic key is valid for a subset of certificates
corresponding with an epoch. To this end, epoch secret cryptographic keys are
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periodically provided to the OBE, i.e. as part of activation of an epoch. For this
the IFAL certificate file is accompanied with an IFAL transport key under which
the epoch secret keys are encrypted resulting into IFAL activation codes. The
encryption allows for communication of these codes over open (public) channels.
The transport key is also registered at the AA under the identifier shared with
the EA. The activation codes are formed by the AA but provided to the OBE
by the EA.

On receipt of the IFAL certificate file and the first IFAL activation code the
OBE together with TE are able to derive the private keys related to the first
epoch. To reduce the linkablility risk at the AA, the AA is required to delete the
IFAL certificates produced as well as the vehicle basic public key on which they
are based.

3.3 High level description of IFAL Usage

We have outlined the usage (signing) process in the diagram 2. When the OBE

Figure 2. IFAL usage (signing) process

wants to sign an ITS message M it selects the relevant IFAL certificate based on
the current time. As we allow two certificates to be overlapping the OBE might
have a choice typically corresponding to using a previously used certificate or
rolling over to a new one. The OBE next determines if it possesses the required
epoch key otherwise it will provide an error to the user. With the epoch key the
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OBE transforms the message M to another message M’ based on the selected
certificate and the epoch key. The OBE then requests the TE to sign M’ with
its base private key. The returned signature is then transformed by the OBE to
the requested one, i.e. corresponding to the selected certificate. Note that this
setup imposes minimal restrictions on the TE; the TE is only signing messages
with its base private key.

3.4 High level description of IFAL Activation

We have outlined the IFAL activation process in the diagram 3. Periodically the

Figure 3. IFAL activation process

AA compiles a list of all (still) active OBEs. Then the AA forms and distributes
the epoch activation codes to active OBEs. For each such OBE the AA determ-
ines (generates) the epoch key, encrypts it with the transport key and sends the
resulting activation code to the EA accompanied with the OBE identifier IdO.
The EA then delivers the activation code to the vehicle using the channel agreed
during the IFAL request phase.

3.5 High level description of IFAL De-Authorization

In this phase designated OBE/TE combinations that will no longer be provided
with epoch activation codes. This could be temporary (corresponding to suspen-
sion) or definitive (corresponding to revocation). These combinations can emerge
from two sources. The first source is the EA. Here the trigger for invalidation is
from the non-pseudonymous world, e.g. the vehicle owner selling its car or the
police noticing abuse with a particular vehicle. For this the EA simply sends an
invalidation message to the AA accompanied with the OBE/TE identifier shared
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with the AA. The second source is based on an IFAL certificate of which an au-
thorized party reports that it corresponds to a misbehaving OBE/TE. Typically
the authorized party will be the police that struck upon the certificate as part
of an inquiry. Here the AA is able to determine the OBE/TE identifier from the
certificate and invalidate it. In the basic IFAL scheme the AA will be able to
determine the OBE/TE identifier on its own. As an IFAL extension this will be
performed under dual control, i.e. together with another party.

4 Detailed description of IFAL

4.1 IFAL data structures

As explained in Section 3.1, IFAL certificates are associated with an IFAL Policy
corresponding to the following parameters of type integer. Compare Figure 4.

• Certificate Validity TV the time (e.g. in seconds) an IFAL certificate is valid,
• Certificate Overlap TO the time that two consecutive certificates are allowed
to overlap,

• Number of Certificates NC the number of IFAL certificates in an IFAL file,
• Number of Epochs NE the number of epochs in an IFAL file.

The number of certificates in an epoch divides NC and is equal to NC/NE . Here
we let “/” represent integer (Euclidian) division. We will number the certificates
and epochs starting at zero. We also require that:

0 ≤ TO ≤ 0, 5 ∗ TV . (1)

The first inequality in Formula (1) ensures that always at least one certificate
is valid, the inequality ensures at most two certificates can be simultaneously
valid. Based on the certificate validity and overlap we also have the parameter
Certificate Step given by TS = TV −TO, which gives the time difference between
the start dates of consecutive certificates in the sequence. From formula (1) it
follows:

0, 5 ∗ TV ≤ TS ≤ TV . (2)

An IFAL certificate file consists of:

• an IFAL Policy,
• a Start time S corresponding to start time of the first certificate in the file,
i.e. the start validity of [12],

• a sequence of certificates C0, C1, C2, ...

The expiry time of the first certificate is equal S + TV . The start time of the
second certificate in the IFAL file is equal to S + TS and so on. An IFAL file
can provide valid certificates in the time period [S, S + NC ∗ TS + TO]. The
validity period of the i-th certificate Ci is [S + i ∗ TS , S + i ∗ TS + TV ]. On
time t in validity period of the IFAL file, the OBE can determine the following
operational parameters.
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• the current certificate Cj by calculating j = (t− S)/TS ,
• the next certificate Cj+1. If t ≥ (j+1)∗TS then the OBE is able to use (role
over) to this certificate,

• the epoch number of the current certificate j/NC ,
• the epoch number of the next certificate (j + 1)/NC .

Conversely, based on the certificate number i ∈ [0, NC ] one can calculate the
start validity and end validity times as

start validity(i) = i ∗ TS ; end validity(i) = i ∗ TS + TV . (3)

In the sections below we now discuss the cryptographic details of the four

Figure 4. IFAL policy

IFAL phases identified in Section 3, i.e.: Issuing, Usage, Activation and De-
Authorization.

4.2 Cryptographic assumptions and notation

Before we discuss the IFAL details we describe the cryptographic context we use.
The cryptography in this paper is based on three categories: asymmetric (pub-
lic key) cryptography, key derivation techniques and symmetric cryptography.
Below we have indicated the relevant assumptions for each category.

Symmetric and asymmetric (public key) cryptography
Throughout this paper we let E(K,M) represent a symmetric encryption of a
message M under a key K, e.g. [21]. Asymmetric cryptography in this paper
will be based on an additive group (⟨G⟩,+) of order q generated by a generator
element G. We use additive notation as this is customary in the context of
elliptic curve groups which are stipulated by ETSI, cf. [12]. We assume that q
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is prime and by GF(q) we denote the Galois field of the integers modulo q. We
also assume that the group (⟨G⟩,+) is cryptographically secure, i.e. that the
so-called discrete logarithm and Diffie-Hellman problem are intractable, cf. [18].
This implies that the size of the group order q in bits should be at least 256
bits. For practical implementations one can use a group of points G on one of
the Brainpool curves [5] or NIST curves [22].

Key derivation functions
In this paper we deploy various cryptographic algorithms ideally requiring ran-
dom cryptographic keys of a certain form and length. With a key derivation
function K(., .) or simply KDF one can deterministically derive such keys pseudo-
randomly. This is based on a suitably chosen(“master”) key K and an arbitrarily
sized derivation string D. The basic KDF security property is that provided K
is suitable chosen using derived keys from different derivation strings is as secure
as using truly random keys. In [24] the US National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) has specified several key derivation functions. In this paper
we need three types of KDFs, which we represent by K1(),K2() and K3(). Only
the first two key derivation functions will be used by the OBE; the AA will typ-
ically use all three functions. The first function K1() provides (pseudorandom)
keys K for the encryption algorithm E(K, .) we have introduced above. When
this algorithm is based on AES-128 then K1() would thus need to provide binary
strings of size 128 bits. Key derivation function K1() is a standard application
of [24]. We remark that functionally we can use the key derivation function of
[32] as K1() for AES-256. This function takes the form

K(K,D) = AESK(0128 ⊕D) || AESK(1128 ⊕D), (4)

where AES represents the AES blockcipher [21] and || represents concatenation.
Moreover, in this setup D is a bit string of size 128 bits and 0128 (respectively
1128) represents a bit string of 128 zero bits (respectively 128 one bits). However,
the function K() does not meet the formal requirements. Indeed, for any D, the
last 128 bits of K(K,D) are equal to the first 128 bits of K(K, 1128⊕D) and vice
versa. This is not allowed behavior for a key derivation function. It depends on
the usage of the key derivation function whether this introduces a security risk.
To avoid such issues we prefer the use of standardized key derivation functions.

The second key derivation function K2() we require provides non-zero ele-
ments in GF(q). One could take any of the KDFs specified in [24] and take its
output modulo q. However, in this setup there is a (very small) probability that
this results into zero output. In [4] the German Bundesamt für Sicherheit in
der Informationstechnik (BSI) states two approaches to address this issue which
we will both use. For K2() we choose any KDF, e.g. from [24] and a key K of
appropriate size. Based on a derivation string D we generate a binary string of
size |q|+ 64 bits. We interpret that as an integer r of size |q|+ 64 bits and let

r mod (q − 1) + 1,

be the value of K2(). This does not produce a uniform distribution but the
deviation from it is assumed not to be exploitable.
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The third function K3() also provides non-zero elements in GF(q) but has an
additional recovery property. This property is that with the value K3(K,D) and
the master key K one is able to derive the derivation string D. This essentially
means that K3() produces symmetric encryptions ofD as derived keys. Of course,
this imposes restrictions on the length of D as the length of the key derivation
function is fixed. As an example we show such an construction for a group order
q of size 256 bit which is most relevant for ITS, cf. [19]. This construction is also
compliant with the key derivation specifications [24] of NIST. To this end, we
choose the following configuration from [24] (using its terminology):

• as the pseudorandom function choose CMAC based on AES,
• use this function in Counter Mode,
• as length r of the internal counter choose 8, i.e. fits in one hex nibble, namely
0x8.

• only allow an empty Label and a Context string of precise size 14 bytes
• do not use an indicator,
• choose the length of the derived keys to be equal to 256 which fits in 3 hex
nibbles, namely 0x100

We also only allow derivation strings D of size 14 bytes and use this as the
Context string. What then happens is that this KDF generates its 256 bit values
as two concatenated AES-CMAC values (one with counter equal to 1 and one
equal to 2). Each is a CMAC value based on only one AES input block. This
means that the Context string is decryptable from each of these values using
the derived key and the master key K. Next we consider the output as a 256
number k and take k′ = k mod q as the output. Now, if k < q we have k = k′,
otherwise we have k = k′+q. This means that the original value k′ can always be
constructed from the key derivation output and from that the derivation string
D by inverting the CMAC operation. This inversion also allows to asses which of
the two values is the correct one. Finally, the constructed value k′ could be zero.
In this case, one needs to choose another derivation string in line with the second
approach of BSI [4]. In our application of K3() an incrementing sequence number
is a part of the derivation string will consist which allows for this. Actually, one
can easily show that is can only happen at most once implying that this event
will not ever occur in practice.

4.3 Issuing of IFAL certificates

We refer to the process of Section 3.2 and fill in the cryptographic details. The
base private/public key pair generated by the TE takes the form (d, dG) where
d ∈ GF(q) is the base private signing key and PS = dG the corresponding base
public key. For later reference we describe how an OBE uses the TE to sign a
message M with its private key d. To this end, the OBE computes the hash h
of the message M and sends a request to the TE to sign this with its private
key. So the OBE is computing the hash value and not the TE. This is a common
setup as the computational power of the OBE is typically higher than that of the
TE. Moreover, there is no security advantage to let the TE calculate the hash as
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the OBE can send any message M anyway.3 The TE then proceeds as specified
in the pseudo-code of Algorithm 1. This description is taken from [18, Section
4.4.1]. IFAL is flexible on the asymmetric encryption scheme allowing the EA

Algorithm 1 Standard ECDSA signing of a hash value h by TE

1: procedure ECDSA Sign(h)
2: Select random k ∈ [1, q − 1].
3: Compute kG = (x, y) and convert x to an integer x̄.
4: Compute r = x̄ mod q. If r = 0 then go to Line 2.

5: Compute s = k−1(h+ d · r) mod q. If s = 0 then go to Line 2.
6: Return (r, s).
7: end procedure

and AA to encrypt data for the OBE/TE. However, to stay in line with ETSI
we choose the Elliptic Curve Integrated Encryption Scheme (ECIES) scheme,
based on the same curve used for the signatures. ECEIS is based on the Diffie-
Hellman key exchange, which we assumed to be secure, cf. Section 4.2. To this
end, the OBE/TE randomly chooses e ∈ GF(q) and forms the ECIES public
key PE = eG. Based on this, the OBE requests the EA for an IFAL certificate
file of a certain IFAL policy. The EA registers the requests and validates it. On
success it will provide the OBE with an authorization response (credential) to
the OBE which also includes the base certificate request and the public key. The
credential also contains a unique identifier IdO, of say eight bytes in size. This
identifier does not contain (in)direct identifying information and is only shared
by the EA and AA to later exchange (activation) information related to the
IFAL certificate file. Next the OBE sends the credential to the AA and requests
the actual IFAL certificate file.

The AA uses the identifier IdO to register a new entry for the generation of a
new IFAL certificate file. Based on the IFAL policy in the certificate request, the
AA determines the number NE of epochs the file needs to cover. For each epoch
the AA generates an epoch symmetric key, i.e. K0,K1, ...,KNE−1 and stores that
in the registry under the new entry. The AA then generates the IFAL certificate
file as specified in pseudo-code in Algorithm 2.

In Line 1 a new IFAL file is created in which metadata is written in Line
2 allowing it be parsed. This metadata includes an IFAL policy identifier as
specified in Section 3.1, a start validity time of the first IFAL certificate and
information on how to decode individual certificates in the file. The file also
contains a secret symmetric transport key KT encrypted with the public key PE

that was part of the certificate request.

3 The message hash h ∈ GF(q) has the role of verifier challenge in GF(q) Schnorr’s
three pass protocol [29] on which ECDSA is based. The hash makes the protocol
non-interactive and ensures this challenge is unpredictable for the prover, i.e. the
signer in our context. As this is unchanged, there is no cryptographic risk in letting
the card sign hash values it did not compute itself.
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The parameter i in the “for loop” in Lines 3-12 corresponds with the i-
th certificate to be generated. Line 4 determines the epoch number j the i-th
certificate corresponds to in accordance with the formulas in Section 3.1. In
Lines 6-7 the validity times of the i-th certificate are calculated in accordance
with Section 3.1. The calculation in Line 7 is fundamental in our construction.
Here the OBE public key in the certificate is formed based on the base public
key and a derived secret K2(Kj , ToString(i)). This secret is based on the j-th
epoch key Kj and the certificate number i represented as a string of fixed size.
The private key corresponding to this public key is equal to the product of the
vehicle base private key d and the derived secret. As only the vehicle TE has
access to d, only this can use the private key provided it has access to the derived
secret. Line 8 forms the certificate contents based on the mandatory and optional
fields. This content is then signed by the AA in Line 9 using its private key in
the CSIGN procedure. This procedure also takes IdO as input which we explain
in the context of Algorithm 3. Then Line 10 forms the actual certificates and is
added to the file in Line 11. The generated IFAL certificate file is then returned
in Line 12.

Algorithm 2 Generation of IFAL certificate file for entry IdO

1: Generate new FILE

2: Add metadata to FILE

3: for i = 0 to i = NC − 1 do
4: j = i/NE ;
5: start validity = S + i ∗ TS ;
6: end validity = S + i ∗ TS + TV ;
7: Pi = K2(Kj , ToString(i)) ∗ PS ;
8: Cont = Cert Fields(start validity, end validity, Pi, other fields)

9: Sig = CSIGN(Cont, IdO)
10: Cert = Form Cert(Cont, Sig)

11: Add Cert to FILE

12: end for
13: return FILE

We denote the AA private/public signing key pair by (a, aG). The AA sig-
nature in Line 9 of Algorithm 2 is of a particular ECDSA type as it supports
de-pseudonymization. For this we let the AA certificate signatures be formed in
a deterministic variant of ECDSA, similar to [19]. This is detailed in Algorithm
3. To this end, the AA deploys a key Ka, a secure counter SCa of fixed size (we
suggest 6 bytes) associated with its private signing key a. Both are initialized
as part of generation of the private key a, i.e. the key Ka is then randomly
selected and the counter SCa is then initialized to zero. This counter is used
as part of the signature creation and is securely incremented with each signa-
ture. When the counter reaches its maximum value SCMAX the AA needs to
generate a fresh private key and set the secure counter to zero again. With a
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secure counter consisting of six bytes as we suggest this will happen after the
generation of 248 ≈ 3.1014 certificates. So this will not be an issue in practice;
the signing key will be renewed before this number is achieved. We note that it
is good practice in the context of electronic passports, cf. [17, Section 4.1.2] to
limit the number of signatures placed with a document signer, a key comparable
with the AA signing key. The counter needs to be secure in the sense that it
shall not be possible that two signatures are formed with the same value of the
secure counter. A secure counter is not a new concept. Typically each smartcard
with PIN protection uses such a counter to register the number of incorrect PIN
entries. The smartcard needs to withstand attacks preventing it to increment the
counter as this would allow brute-forcing the PIN. A standard counter security
mechanism is to first increment the counter and then perform the operation
instead of vice versa. We will envision Hardware Security Modules (HSMs, i.e.
“large” smartcards) for the protection of the counters; these are typically used
to protect the AA signing key anyway. In principle HSM protection is easier to
arrange than smartcard protection; HSMs can have more technical capabilities
and can also reside in a controlled environment. Compare [23]. The signature
algorithm is specified in pseudo-code in Algorithm 3.

The input to Algorithm 3 is the certificate contents to be signed together with
the identifier IdO of the certificate file. This algorithm follows Algorithm 1 with
the difference that there parameter k is chosen randomly instead of based on a
key derivation. In lines 2-4 the pseudorandom number k is generated using the
key derivation function K3(). In a regular setup, k would be randomly chosen.
Lines 5-9 follow the regular signing ECDSA signing process based on k. The
result is then returned in Line 10.

Algorithm 3 IFAL Certificate Signing by AA

1: procedure CSIGN(Cont, IdO)
2: Compute SCa = SCa + 1.
3: If SCa = SCMAX then generate new AA signing key.

4: Compute k = K3(Ka, SCa||IdO). If k = 0 then go to Line 2.

5: Compute kG = (x, y) and convert x to an integer x̄.
6: Compute r = x̄ mod q. If r = 0 then go to Line 2.

7: Compute h = HASH(Cont).

8: Compute s = k−1(h+ a · r) mod q. If r = 0 then go to Line 2.
9: Return (r, s).
10: end procedure

4.4 Usage of IFAL certificates

In this use case the vehicle wants to sign a message M . For this, the OBE com-
putes the hash h of the message and has this signed by the TE. This is specified
in pseudo-code in Algorithm 4. Lines 1-5 follow Section 3.3; here the OBE selects
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the appropriate certificate number i′, epoch number j′ and epoch key Kj′ . The
cryptography starts in Line 7; here a temporary, derived key drv is computed by
the OBE that allows the TE to be oblivious of IFAL pseudonymization. Next the
OBE divides the hash h by drv modulo q in Line 8. This value is then signed by
the TE in Line 9 using its base private key d. After multiplying the second part
of this signature with drv in Line 10, the signature is returned in Line 11. Note
that the division with drv (respectively multiplication with drv) corresponds
with transformation T1() (respectively T2()) from Figure 2.

Algorithm 4 IFAL Signing of hash value h by Vehicle’s OBE using TE

1: procedure MSIGN(Mesg)
2: Determine current time t.
3: Determine current certificate number i and epoch j = i/NC.

4: Determine next certificate number i+ 1 and epoch j = (i+ 1)/NC.

5: If next certificate is also valid on t let i′, j′ be the choice.

6: If epoch key Kj′ is not available return error.

7: Compute drv = K2(Kj′ , ToString(i
′)).

8: Compute ĥ = h · drv−1 mod q.
9: The OBE lets the TE perform MSIGN(ĥ) resulting in (r, s).
10: Compute s′ = s · drv mod q
11: Return (r, s′).
12: end procedure

The value (r, s′) returned by Algorithm 4 in Line 12 indeed is a signature
with respect to the public key certified in the i-th certificate. Indeed, for the
signature in Line 10 holds (cf. Algorithm 1):

(r, s) = (x̄ mod q, k−1(ĥ+ d · r),

for some random k ∈ [1, q − 1] with k ∗G = (x, y). This means that

(r, s′) = (r, s · drv) = (x̄ mod q, k−1(ĥ · drv + drv · d · r)
= (x̄ mod q, k−1(h+K2(Kj′ , ToString(i

′)) · d · r).

Here the last equality follows from Line 7 of Algorithm 4. By construction the
private key corresponding to the i′-the certificate is equal to

K2(Kj′ , ToString(i
′)) · d.

This means that (r, s′) is a signature with respect to this certificate.

4.5 Activation of IFAL certificates

Compare Section 3.4. Periodically, e.g. near the end of epochs, the AA will cre-
ate a list of identifiers IdO corresponding with vehicles that are still activated.
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For each such identifier, the AA picks the epoch key for the coming epoch and
encrypts that with the symmetric transport key KT that was part of the IFAL
certificate file. The resulting IFAL activation code is then sent to the EA accom-
panied with the identifier IdO. The EA will then send the encrypted epoch key
to the vehicle.

4.6 De-Authorization of vehicles

De-Authorization can be triggered in two ways. The first way is through the
EA. Here the EA gets a request to block sending activation codes to a certain
vehicle. The EA then maps this to the internal identifier IdO shared with the
AA and sends a De-Authorization request to the AA referring to this identifier.
This allows the AA to deactivate the vehicle in its registration implying that it
will not be sent new epoch keys.

The second way is through an IFAL certificate issued by the AA correspond-
ing to a misbehaving vehicle. If (r, s) is the certificate signature then this will
take the form (cf. Algorithm 1):

(r, s) = (r, k−1(h+ a · r) mod q)

where a is the AA private signing key and h the hash of the certificate. As the
AA has possession of a it can then determine parameter k as

k = s−1(h+ a · r) mod q.

Parameter k is formed in Algorithm 3 using the key derivation function K3. That
is, k = K3(Ka, SCa||IdO) for some values SCa and IdO. As K3 was designed
recoverable in Section 4.2 this allows the AA to decrypt k and to determine IdO
(and SCa). This enables the AA to proceed as above and to ensure the vehicle
is no longer sent encrypted epoch keys.

5 IFAL implementation

5.1 Size of IFAL certificate files

IFAL certificate files can be quite small and in this section we quantify that. An
IFAL certificate consists of static fields that are the same for all certificates and
dynamic fields that are different for all certificates. Static fields include version
numbers and vehicle information. To limit the risk of indirect identification, it
is best to keep the vehicle information as minimal as possible. Typically, the
dynamic fields in an IFAL certificate consist of the validity information (start
validity, end validity), the vehicle public key and of course the AA signature.
By design the validity information can be reconstructed from the position of
the certificate in the IFAL certificate file together with the IFAL policy and the
start validity of the first certificate. Therefore the validity information does not
need to be explicitly contained in the IFAL certificate file. Similarly, the epoch
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numbers corresponding to the certificates can be computed. It follows that with
the epoch keys, the OBE is able to reconstruct the IFAL vehicle public keys from
the base public key. Compare Line 5 of Algorithm 2. We conclude that an IFAL
certificate file consists of a small static part and a dynamic part consisting of
the AA certificate signatures. As an illustration, suppose we want to issue IFAL
certificates:

• that are valid for 12 minutes with a 2 minute overlap,
• with a total life span of 10 years.

In essence this requires that the IFAL certificate file contains 10 ∗ 365 ∗ 24 ∗ 6 =
525.600 AA certificate signatures. If we use an elliptic curve of size 256 bits then
each such signature takes 2 ∗ 256 = 512 bits, i.e. 64 bytes. That is, the whole
IFAL certificate file would consist of about 34 megabytes which is quite modest.

We remark it is good practice that certificate signatures are generated us-
ing a Hardware Security Module (HSM) certified against FIPS 140-2 Level 3.
Compare [8, Section 6.5.2] and [23]. Modern HSMs also support custom modules
to be built allowing Algorithm 3, most notably the key derivation and counter
management, to completely take place inside an HSM. In this setup a calling
application sends i and NE to the HSM, which then calculates j in Line 4, de-
termines Kj , then executes Lines 4-10 of Algorithm 3 returning the certificate.
The calling application can also send its request in bulk, i.e. a range of i in
one call, thereby reducing communicational overhead. Compare for instance [30]
where a number of 2.400 ECDSA-384 signatures per second can be achieved this
way. This indicates that the IFAL certificate file can be produced in about 3
minutes using an HSM.

Prior to an epoch, or even during the epoch, the OBE could reconstruct
the required IFAL certificates. Note that the AA certificate signatures allow the
authenticity and integrity of the reconstructed certificates to be checked.

5.2 Distribution of IFAL activation codes

In IFAL the EA needs to periodically distribute IFAL activation codes to vehicle
OBEs, containing the epoch keys required to use the certificates in an epoch.
The confidentiality of these keys is protected by the IFAL transport key that is
included in the IFAL certificate file. The authenticity and integrity of these keys
are implicity protected by validation of the reconstructed certificates. That is,
IFAL activation codes can be distributed over unprotected channels. In practice
we suggest to use 128 bit epoch keys and to let an IFAL activation code take
the form of an one block AES encryption using the transport key. That is, the
cryptographic core of an IFAL activation code is of size 128 bit, i.e. 16 bytes. For
robustness we could add five bytes to identify the epoch and the IFAL certificate
file is more than one file was issued to the OBE in the past. This could be
represented as a “printable” code of 42 hexadecimal characters or 28 BASE64
characters. In essence there are two ways to let the EA distribute IFAL activation
codes to vehicle OBEs: point-to-point or through a broadcasting channel.
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In point-to-point, the EA has the possibility to directly send information
to the vehicle’s OBE. This is trivial to arrange if the vehicle is internet con-
nected. However, this will typically only be the case for very modern, high-end
vehicles. Also internet connectivity is not supported in all regions. A more prac-
tical point-to-point setup is the use of the Short Message Service (SMS). SMS
is already commonly in mobility and modern vehicles are already issued with
mobile phone Subscriber Identity Module (SIM) for this. Actually, starting from
April 2018 European vehicles need to be equipped with an eCall device equipped
with SIM. This device will bring rapid assistance to motorists involved in a col-
lision anywhere in the European Union. SMS allows sending messages up to
160 alphanumeric characters. That is, one SMS message fits to send an IFAL
activation code leaving 132 characters for additional information. The IFAL ac-
tivation codes could be automatically sent through SMS by the EA to vehicles.
To handle transmission errors, the OBE should be able to request a resend of
the code by sending an SMS to the EA. One can also make use of the road
side equipment in a point-to-point fashion. This is equipment along the road
that can wirelessly communicate with OBEs, e.g. using Dedicated short-range
communications (DSRC). Compare [9]. In this setup the OBE requests the EA
for new activation codes through the road-side equipment. These codes are then
also delivered to the OBE trough the road side equipment. As a backup mech-
anism, and not very user friendly, a 28 character IFAL activation code can also
be manually entered in the OBE by its owner, e.g. typed in or through an SD
card. In this setup the codes would be periodically sent to the vehicle owner by
the EA, e.g. by email.

In principle one can also use a broadcast channel to send IFAL activation
codes. This setup is hampered in practice by the situation that OBEs are typic-
ally only active when the vehicle is. That is, without additional timing mechan-
ism it seems difficult to ensure activation codes are received by the vehicle. One
might deploy OBEs that are partly active when the vehicle is off. Also hybrid
setups might be feasible. Here the vehicle drives triggers the broadcasting of the
activation code or is informed that his activation code will be broadcasted in a
certain period. We further discuss the broadcast possibility mainly for academic
reasons. In this situation the IFAL activation code needs to be supplemented
with an OBE identifier. With this identifier the OBE would be able to identify
the IFAL activation code meant for it. This identifier is similar with the Interna-
tional Mobile Equipment Identity (IMEI) used in mobil communication, which
uses 15 digit numbers, i.e. less than 6 bytes. If we consider a 7 byte identifier,
the total size of a broadcast IFAL code is 27 byte fitting in 36 printable char-
acters (using BASE64 encoding). Also, as vehicles will not always be listing to
the broadcasting channel the codes would need to be sent several times. Broad-
casting could be facilitated by road side equipment. In principle one could also
use the Radio Data System (RDS) [25] that allows embedding small amounts of
digital information in conventional FM radio broadcasts. RDS is already used in
mobility to distribute traffic information. Current RDS has a bandwidth of about
700 bit/second, its successor RDS has a bandwidth of about 3.500 bit/second,
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cf. [26]. This means that it takes about 3,6 days to broadcast a million IFAL
codes using current RDS. By using RDS2 this would be reduced to 17,1 hours.
Current analog radio is transforming to digital radio or Digital Audio Broad-
casting (DAB) which also supports a variant of RDS (RT+). See [33]. DAB is
typically based on a bandwidth of 128 kb/s implying that one could broadcast
a million IFAL activation keys in less than half an hour using the full DAB
potential. DAB also supports the Transport Protocol Experts Group (TPEG)
protocol for broadcasting information over various delivery channels including
DAB and radio.

5.3 Management of the epoch keys

In Section 4.3 we let the AA explicitly generate the epoch keysK0,K1, ...,KNE−1.
In a practical implementation it is more convenient to simply generate one mas-
ter key MIdO for each Certificate File and let the epoch keys be derived from this
masterkey and the epoch number. For this, one uses the K2 function specified in
Section 4.2. Actually, one could also generate one AA wide master key M and
let each master key MIdO

be derived from M and IdO.

6 Comparison with requirements and IFAL extensions

In this section we compare IFAL with each of the requirements from Section 2
and discuss related extensions.

6.1 Comparing IFAL with trust requirements

Trustworthy ITS message signing In IFAL the TE can be kept oblivious of
the use of pseudonymous certificates. Also, as indicated in Section 4.3, IFAL
vehicle signatures solely rely on the TE trustworthiness. The IFAL secrets
the OBE manages do not enable it to generate signatures without the TE.
In other words, the TE trust role is the same as in a basic setup with only
one static vehicle certificate. Of course one can also implement the IFAL
cryptographic logic of the OBE inside the TE. The security benefit for this
would be limited as it is still the OBE that forms the ITS messages to be
signed. In other words, the OBE plays a crucial ITS security role anyway.

Sybil attack resistance By design IFAL has resistance against Sybil attacks;
at most two IFAL certificates can be valid simultaneously and only for a
small, configurable time.

PKI removal of misbehaving vehicles Conformity of this requirement is also
by design and described in Section 4.6.

Law Enforcement support (Optional) In Section 4.6 we described how the
AA can determine the vehicle’s identifier IdO for deactivation purposes.
However, this mechanism can be optionally supplemented with an interac-
tion with the EA such that the identity of the vehicle can be determined
and provided to law enforcement in a controlled fashion. This functionality
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can be placed best at a separate authority, compare the discussion on the
“Pseudonym unlinkability by EA and AA technically enforced” requirement
below.

6.2 Comparing IFAL with privacy requirements

Pseudonym unlinkability The vehicle public keys in IFAL certificates are un-
linkable as they are based on different private keys. The linking risk related
to the lifetime of certificates is configurable by the choice of IFAL certific-
ates validity period. The amount of indirectly identifying information in an
IFAL certificate is an implementation choice and independent of IFAL. Im-
plementing the IFAL cryptographic logic of the OBE inside the TE does not
enhance privacy protection. Indeed, the OBE plays an fundamental privacy
role anyway: a malicious OBE could simply broadcast the vehicle identity.

Pseudonym unlinkability at EA and AA By design the EA the cannot link
IFAL certificates as these are directly sent to the vehicle/OBE by the AA.
Also as the EA has no access to the epoch keys he is unable to reconstruct
the IFAL certificates. Technically, the AA is able to link the IFAL certific-
ates as he forms the IFAL certificate file. We already reduced this risk by
requiring in Section 3.2 that the AA deletes the certificates and the vehicle
base public key after issuing. Also, as part of the de-authorization process
the EA is able to link an IFAL certificate to the vehicle’s identifier IdO and is
thus also able to link them. Of course, procedures need to be in place at the
AA controlling these capabilities. However, this is all based on procedures
and not technically enforced.

Pseudonym unlinkability at EA and AA technically enforced (Optional)
Technical enforcement of unlinkability at EA and AA is also possible by de-
ploying a Hardware Security Module (HSM) at the AA. This was already
discussed at the end of Section 5.2. In this setup the HSM then addition-
ally encrypts the certificates using the key PE generated by the OBE before
providing them to the calling application. That is, after Line 10 in Algorithm
2 a Line 11 is added for this. In this fashion AA staff will not have access to
the IFAL certificates in plaintext. Moreover, the HSM will not give AA staff
access to the recovery operation, i.e. decrypting the vehicle’s identifier IdO
from the certificate. For this another party, e.g. the Misbehaving Authority
(MA) from [32], will be setup with its own HSM that will allow the recovery
operation in a controlled fashion. That is, De-Authorization is then under
dual control of AA and MA whereas law enforcement support is under tri-
partite control of AA, MA and EA. The HSM development and deployment
will be under control of an independent trusted party.

6.3 Comparing IFAL with usability requirements

ETSI conformity IFAL follows the ETSI approach [11] with the exception
that it allows for the issuance of certificate batches instead of only single
certificates.
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Certificate pre-install By design IFAL allows for certificate pre-install.
No CRL distribution By design IFAL does not make use of CRLs, instead it

uses de-authorization.
Low vehicle connectivity requirements IFAL poses minimal vehicle con-

nectivity requirements, cf. Section 5.2. In fact, IFAL does not require any
connectivity requirement as in principle activation codes can be entered
manually by the vehicle holder.

TE Simplicity By design the TE can be obvious of IFAL allowing basic TEs
in IFAL.

Low certificate OBE storage IFAL imposes only minimal requirements on
OBE storage as it allows certificates to be reconstructed in the OBE. See
Section 5.1

7 Related work

In [32] the Butterfly scheme is presented. Like IFAL this scheme is also based on
a key derivation function allowing a vehicle to derive many secret keys on only
one base private key. Actually, we discussed the Butterfly derivation function in
Section 4.2, cf. Formula (4). Unlike IFAL the Butterfly scheme is based on the
conventional setup where a vehicle periodically needs to run a certificate issuing
protocol and to download CRLs. This imposes significant communicational re-
quirements on the vehicle which are avoided in IFAL. Handling of misbehaving
vehicles and placing them on a CRL in Butterfly is rather complex as it involves
five parties: the RA, PCA, two Linking Authorities and a Misbehaviour Author-
ity. Butterfly certificates also contain an 8 byte linking value for this which is
avoided in IFAL. Another difference with IFAL is that in the Butterfly scheme
the TE cannot be oblivious of the key expansion function. That is, the TE needs
to form the private key corresponding to the Butterfly certificate based on the
base private key and the so-called “private key reconstruction value”. Although
this is a simple operation in principle, effectively an addition modulo the group
order q, TEs need to support this operation. The form of this operation is due
to the usage of the Butterfly key derivation function which is based on modular
addition. By contrast, IFAL key derivation is based on modular multiplication
which allows the TE to be oblivious of the key derivation. See Algorithm 2.

An advantage of using the Butterfly addition based key derivation is that it
allows the use of so-called Implicit Certificates [1,27] instead of ECDSA based
signatures. With implicit certificates a relying party is provided a “reconstruction
value” P from a user together with its identity U normally inside a certificate.
Based on P, U and the public key of the certification authority a relying party
can then compute the user public key. If the user can prove possession of the
corresponding private key, this also proves authenticity of the public key and the
identity U. An advantage of implicit certificates is that the reconstruction value
P is only half the size of an ECDSA signature, i.e. where such a signature is 256
bits the reconstruction value is only 128 bits. Due to the multiplication based
key derivation in IFAL we cannot use implicit certificates. However, in IFAL we
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actually use the extra length of the ECDSA signatures for de-pseudonymization
purposes allowing the AA to deactivate misbehaving vehicles based on their
pseudonymous certificate. It seems this is not possible using implicit certificates.
Apart from this, and the fact that implicit certificates is patented technology,
we have two technical objections against the use of implicit certificates in ITS.
First of all, it is not proven that using implicit certificates in combination with
ECDSA is secure. This concern is explicitly stated by the inventors of implicit
certificates themselves in the original paper [1]. In fact, an attack on a very
similar scheme is known to exist, cf.[2]. Our second objection is a legal nature.
The basic security objective of a certificate is strongly binding a public key to
a user whereby supporting non-repudiation. That is, a signature on a document
(ITS message in our context) should unrefutable link back to the user, i.e. to its
registration. This basic property is not met by implicit certificates when used
with pseudonymous certificates. In the appendix we sketch a context where a
implicit certificate based signature links back to two users each of which can
plausibly deny having signed the message.

In the basic IFAL scheme the AA is technically able to link certificates issued
to the same vehicle. By using HSMs we have indicated in Section 6.2 that the
AA is no longer able to link certificates. The Butterfly scheme states that its
AA (called PCA) is not able to link certificates. To this end, the Butterfly EA
actually mixes the certificate requests of vehicles before they are sent to the AA.
In IFAL is it essential that the certificates of one vehicle are generated in one
batch. This implies that mixing is not possible in IFAL. However, one can argue
how effective the Butterfly mixing is against a (malicious) AA wanting to link
certificates. As the AA forms the certificates, it will be able to assess when a
Butterfly certificate was produced. Typically, the vehicles using the Butterfly
certificates will be scattered over the country. Suppose that a malicious AA is
eavesdropping on ITS certificates on various places. If it notices two certificates
being used physically close to each other that were produced on the same day,
they probably belong to the same vehicle. Perhaps this issue can be resolved by
various additional controls, e.g. by mixing of many days. However, the Butterfly
paper does not mention this issue and is lacking statistical analysis on it.

8 Conclusion

We have specified Issue First Activate Later (IFAL) as introduced in [31] and
shown how it allows for flexible IFAL policies, trade-offs between three essential
V2X properties: trust, privacy and usability. IFAL is not based on certificate
revocation lists and imposes minimal requirements on the connectivity of the
vehicle and its trusted element. This allows IFAL to be easily and widely de-
ployable in ITS.
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A. DENIABILITY OF SIGNATURES BASED ON IMPLICIT
CERTIFICATES

A Deniability of signatures based on implicit certificates

We first briefly explain the working of implicit certificates following [27] using
the notation from Section 4.2. The public key QCA of the Certificate Authority
(CA) is of the form dCAG where dCA ∈ [1, q − 1] is the CA’s private key. The
user generates its original public key RU = dUG where dU ∈ [1, q − 1] is its
private key. The user sends RU together with its identity U to the CA. The user
shows the CA that he possesses private key dU and that its identity U is correct.
If this is the case, the CA generates the reconstruction data PU = RU + kG and
the internal signature r = e · k + dCA mod q. Here e = H(PU , U) for some hash
function H(.) and k is chosen randomly from [1, q − 1] by the CA. Both the
reconstruction data and the internal signature are provided to the user by the
CA. Based on these, the user’s public key QU now takes the form e·P+QCA and
the implicit signature actually gives the user access to the private key which is of
the form r+ e · kU . The crucial observation is that the information PU , U and r
provided by the CA are not irrefutably associated to the original user public key
RU . Indeed, one can easily verify that for any j ∈ [1, q − 1] the reconstruction
value P ′ = P and internal signature r′ = r− e · j mod q link to another original
public key R′ = RU + jG = (dU + j)G.

Seemingly this observation does not lead to any issues when the implicit cer-
tificate is coupled to a real identity U , e.g. as validated by an identity document
as part of the registration phase. However, in the case of ITS the identity U
only consists of non identifying information. Indeed, the implicit pseudonyms
certificate should not be (indirectly) identifying. That is, the only link between
the implicit certificate and the user is the original public key RU sent by the
user to the Certificate Authority (AA in our ITS context). Now from the obser-
vation, the implicit certificate can be linked to different original public keys if
users conspire. Indeed, two users can share dU , choose a random j ∈ [1, q − 1]
and both register the original public key RU and R′ = RU + jG at the CA. This
would then lead to two (different) internal signatures r, r′ and reconstruction
data PU , P

′ that could be used by both users. In this situation it can never
be decided which of the two users actually used the implicit certificate. To fur-
ther illustrate, suppose that one of the users has signed a message with QU and
wants to deny this later. To settle the dispute in court, the CA provides the ori-
ginal public key RU , QU , PU , U and r to the judge. Now the CA cannot claim
that this irrefutably binds the implicit public key QU to the original user public
key RU . Indeed, by the above observation the user can disprove this claim. For
this he provides R′, Q, P , U and r′ to the judge and states that the implicit
public key QU actually binds to another original public key, namely public key
R′ of the other user. Although the judge might decide that the two users are
conspiring, he is not able to decide which of the two users actually signed the
message. Regardless of the judicial system, this is a situation one does not want
to can occur. This scenario can evidently be extended to the situation where a
large group of users conspire allowing deniability of having signed a message. We
have effectively devised a group signature scheme based on implicit certificates
without the possibility of assessing the actual signer in the group. Compare [3].
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